
Movian - Feature #1998
Rework UI
02/18/2014 02:19 PM - Andreas Smas

Status: Fixed Start date: 02/18/2014
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 0%
Category: User interface Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 5.0
Description

The UI starts to look a bit dated.

I think Showtime deserves a better UI.

Currently this is a more of a place holder for attaching other bugs/features related to UI

Related issues:
Related to Bug # 1974: Strange vertical pixel shifting while moving the curso... Fixed 02/13/2014
Related to Bug # 2065: Image view render non-image items badly (or not at all) Fixed 03/19/2014
Related to Feature # 1934: Make ST bring up popup window with the list of mul... Invalid 02/06/2014
Related to Feature # 2069: Make popup window when pressing ok on multiopt ui ... Fixed 03/20/2014
Related to Feature # 2084: Ability to navigate to the previous/next image in ... Fixed 03/24/2014
Related to Feature # 2143: Clock Fixed 05/12/2014
Related to Bug # 1736: Strings clipping Issues when you make font and icon si... Fixed 08/21/2013

History
#1 - 02/22/2014 07:32 PM - Tiago windcrusher

Look this for inspirations of UI (Xtreamer) https://showtimemediacenter.com/boards/15/topics/875?r=914#message-914

Improve UI movie arts on select folder.
Improve UI movie arts for all movies of all folders / bookmarks (you can improve a scan to find all movies and get movie art)

#2 - 02/22/2014 08:42 PM - ßlueplanet .

Very nice /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/smile.png

#3 - 02/23/2014 05:13 PM - Max Lourenço

Tiago windcrusher wrote:

Look this for inspirations of UI (Xtreamer) https://showtimemediacenter.com/boards/15/topics/875?r=914#message-914

Improve UI movie arts on select folder.
Improve UI movie arts for all movies of all folders / bookmarks (you can improve a scan to find all movies and get movie art)

Showtime is indeed a bit outdated when it comes to UI department. Can't this UI redesign be done via plugins?
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#4 - 02/23/2014 09:29 PM - Andreas Smas

Max Lourenço wrote:

Tiago windcrusher wrote:

Look this for inspirations of UI (Xtreamer) https://showtimemediacenter.com/boards/15/topics/875?r=914#message-914

Improve UI movie arts on select folder.
Improve UI movie arts for all movies of all folders / bookmarks (you can improve a scan to find all movies and get movie art)

Showtime is indeed a bit outdated when it comes to UI department. Can't this UI redesign be done via plugins?

It can but I think a major overhaul is necessary TBH.

My plan is to, once 4.6 is released, start working on the 5.0 version which will exclusively be about a new UI

I will try to share some ideas and early prototypes as soon as I get there.

And ideas or mockups is of course welcome too :-)

#5 - 02/24/2014 04:06 PM - ßlueplanet .

Very exciting news /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/smile.png

I  tried to apply cover art/thumbnails to folders a while back, with no success.
So all my subfolders have to use the "no Cover" image

http://lookpic.com/O/i2/1954/zJuuLWJ0.png

Would this feature be possible for 5.0?

#6 - 03/13/2014 12:04 PM - Tyrant Max

hello,

Showbar idea: http://i.imgur.com/UMAP59E.png

Showmusic idea: http://i.imgur.com/8gOXaM0.png

more to come!

cheers

#7 - 03/13/2014 12:12 PM - Tyrant Max

Showbar2: i like the transparent title thing http://i.imgur.com/3eFmWvQ.png
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#8 - 03/17/2014 12:14 AM - Max Lourenço

Andreas Öman wrote:

The UI starts to look a bit dated.

I think Showtime deserves a better UI.

Currently this is a more of a place holder for attaching other bugs/features related to UI

Why is the progress bar placed in the same place as the subtitles? Wouldn't it be better to have the this OSD somewhere else?

I was watching something the other day and when I pressed >> or << on my remote the progress bar showed on top of the subtitles. I can live with it,
but then again, why does it have to be like this? Wouldn't it be better to have the OSD somewhere still visible but less intrusive?

#9 - 03/17/2014 09:37 AM - Andreas Smas

Max Lourenço wrote:

Andreas Öman wrote:

The UI starts to look a bit dated.

I think Showtime deserves a better UI.

Currently this is a more of a place holder for attaching other bugs/features related to UI

Why is the progress bar placed in the same place as the subtitles? Wouldn't it be better to have the this OSD somewhere else?

I was watching something the other day and when I pressed >> or << on my remote the progress bar showed on top of the subtitles. I can live with
it, but then again, why does it have to be like this? Wouldn't it be better to have the OSD somewhere still visible but less intrusive?

Yeah, I hate that too. If nothing else it should shift the subs up. But I know about it.

#10 - 03/25/2014 01:50 AM - Andreas Smas
- Related to Feature #2084: Ability to navigate to the previous/next image in the fullscreen mode by left/right arrow keys (All platforms) added

#11 - 04/30/2014 10:47 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Related to Feature #1706: [Youtube] Do a new video search without stopping the current video added

#12 - 04/30/2014 10:49 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Related to Feature #1712: Sound effect on navigating added

#13 - 04/30/2014 10:54 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Related to Feature #1790: Ability to move items using: select + Dpad added

#14 - 04/30/2014 10:55 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Related to Feature #1704: add metadata discogs added
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#15 - 05/12/2014 08:09 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Related to Feature #2143: Clock added

#16 - 05/20/2014 07:13 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Related to Feature #633: Add ability to zoom images added

#17 - 01/31/2015 07:49 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Target version set to 5.0

#18 - 06/28/2015 05:40 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Priority changed from Normal to High

#19 - 06/28/2015 05:45 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Related to Bug #1736: Strings clipping Issues when you make font and icon size bigger added

#20 - 06/28/2015 06:06 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Priority changed from High to Immediate

#21 - 06/29/2015 05:01 PM - Andreas Smas
- Priority changed from Immediate to Normal

#22 - 08/21/2015 08:15 PM - Andreas Smas
- Blocks deleted (Bug #1904: Inconvenient cancel button focusing in auth windows on PS3)

#23 - 10/31/2015 09:12 AM - Andreas Smas
- Related to deleted (Feature #1704: add metadata discogs)

#24 - 10/31/2015 09:12 AM - Andreas Smas
- Related to deleted (Feature #1712: Sound effect on navigating)

#25 - 10/31/2015 09:12 AM - Andreas Smas
- Related to deleted (Feature #633: Add ability to zoom images)

#26 - 11/14/2015 11:43 AM - Andreas Smas
- Related to deleted (Feature #1706: [Youtube] Do a new video search without stopping the current video)

#27 - 11/14/2015 11:43 AM - Andreas Smas
- Related to deleted (Feature #1790: Ability to move items using: select + Dpad)

#28 - 11/14/2015 11:44 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed

I'll set this to fixed now

#29 - 01/28/2016 03:27 PM - Max Lourenço

Max Lourenço wrote:

Andreas Öman wrote:

The UI starts to look a bit dated.
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I think Showtime deserves a better UI.

Currently this is a more of a place holder for attaching other bugs/features related to UI

Why is the progress bar placed in the same place as the subtitles? Wouldn't it be better to have the this OSD somewhere else?

I was watching something the other day and when I pressed >> or << on my remote the progress bar showed on top of the subtitles. I can live with
it, but then again, why does it have to be like this? Wouldn't it be better to have the OSD somewhere still visible but less intrusive?

Well, now subtitles do shift out of the way of the progress bar (OSD) /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/smile.png Very good 
/plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/smile.png

Also, I like the way we can now get into the SETTINGS menus just by using the ARROWS+OK buttons. This is by the best way to make Movian trully
"cross platform". Keep it simple. Well done.
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